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2. Agenda                     
       

About OMP

What is “open hardware”?

Opensource smartphone trend

Aurora OS and open smartphone

Opensource smartphone. What is next?



Open Mobile Platform (OMP):

Aurora OS, SDK and mobility services 
ecosystem development

R&D centers in Innopolis and Moscow

Strategic partner – Rostelecom

3. About us               
       

Aurora OS — Independent Linux-based mobile OS



Aurora OS History

Moblin OS
Intel

Maemo OS
Nokia

MeeGo OS
Nokia + Intel

Sailfish OS
Jolla

Aurora OS
OMP

2010 2012 2018 2019

Mer Project
(Opensource)



Focus on B2B and B2G market

- Field staff terminals

- Corporate office smartphones & tablets

Security architecture

Integration with enterprise infrastructure services (MDM, 

EMM)

Federated and on-premise mobility services: updates, push, 

appstore, etc

API

5. Aurora OS vs Sailfish OS Highlights                                 
       

Aurora OS is developed by Open Mobile Platform 

team an has own release cycle and product roadmap



Opensource hardware itself

- available schematic

- available documentation for hw 
components

- using open and standart interfaces

Opensource software provides hw 
support

- bootloaders

- opensource OS including kernel and 
userspace

- opensourece firmware for hw 
components

- flashing tools and etc

Silicon Vendor involvement

6. What is “open hardware”?                          
       



Already many years there are well known fully or partly 
opensource platforms and dev kits:

7. Open hardware devkits                                                           
       

Raspberry Pi

BeagleBone

VoCore2

Arduino

FriendlyARM

System 76



8. Open hardware smartphones :)                                       
       

But opensource smartphones more often looks like 
DIY setup



9. Were there any MP ready projects before?                                             
       

Yep! There were several close 
to mass production projects...



10. GreenPhone by Trolltech, 2006                                           
       

320*240 LCD

Marvell PXA270 312 Mhz

64 МБ RAM

MiniSD

MiniUSB

Bluetooth

Qtopia Phone Edition 4.1.4  

Linux 2.4 (one of the first Linux 
based device)

Open middleware
Open SDK

Closed Bootloader

Closed Schematic
Documentation was not 
available

Project failed. All artefacts were passed 
to another projects like: Neo 1973 и QPE



13: Neo FreeRunner, 2006/2007

11. Neo FreeRunner, 2006/2007                                                               
       

FIC Neo 1973 (2006) FIC Neo FreeRunner (2007)

OS Open Moko OS

OpenMoko OS 

Android, Debian, Gentoo, Arch 

Linux,GameRunner, Slackware, 

OpenWrt, SHR, QtMoko)

Verion Kernel Linux 2.6.17 Linux 2.6.23+

Screen 640*480 LCD with touch

SOC Samsung S3C2410 (ARM),

226 MHz

Samsung S3C2442 (ARM),

400 MHz

RAM 64 Mb RAM 128/512 Mb RAM

Card MiniSD

Interface MiniUSB

WiFi - +

GPS + +

BT + +



12. What makes idea more popular nowadays?                           
       

Complexity of modern stacks SW as well as HW is 
growing up, so it is becoming harder to control 
insides

Requests for transparency of SW stack and HW 
platform

Who can be really interested in?

Private Companies (and govermental structures)
- avoid industrial spying and protect secrets
- can be sure that nobody can take it away
- have clear stable API to develop SW
- have to ability adjust hardware platform
- have controlled (somehow) lifecycle
- fit to the requrements of sertification authorities

Techgeeks
(can’t pay for

development but

form community)



13. What are typical difficulties in such products                              
       

Market is smaller than mass market:

Expensive to develop and produce non standard hardware with small 
orders

Expensive to support due typically short lifecycle of HW components

Harder to propose it to end customer due lack of everyday apps 
(Facebook, Instagramm, WhatsApp and etc.)

What is changed comparing to first attempts:

Better and wider support in mainline Linux for components

Physical and logycal interfaces become more standard

Smaller power consumption of industrial SoCs makes them applicable

Technologies become cheaper



14. Modern opensource smartphones                          
       

There are 3 most popular projects:

Necunos

Purism Librem 5

PinePhone



15. Necunos NC_1 & NE_1. Overview                                                                     
       

Linux-based OS

Display: 5.0 inch touch screen

Chipset: ARM® Cortex®-A9 NXP i.MX6 Quad

CPU: Quad-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A9

GPU: Vivante (Etnaviv)

Memory: ROM: 8GB / RAM: 1GB

Camera: 5 MP 1.4"

Connectors: 3.5mm audio jack, Micro-USB with disabled data transfer
Built-in Microphone & Speakers

Ethernet: High speed 100Mb/s, physical port

Connectivity

WLAN: WL1801 (2.4 GHz)

The plan was Q2 2019, currently unavailable for order

No GSM modem   |   We cannot call
Price:

1199€



16. Necunos NC_1 & NE_1. SW support                         
       

component description support

bootloader u-boot Full in mainline
CPU I.MX6

Full in mainline kernel
GPU Vivante

MODEM N/A -

WiFi N/D -

BT N/D -

Linux kernel 4.4+ LTS

flash-tools flash-kernel Full open source

Open schematic N/A -

Documentation of 
components available for download yes



17. Purism Librem 5. Overview                
       

Linux-based OS

Display: 5.7 inch touch screen

Chipset: ARM® Cortex®-A9 NXP i.MX8 Quad

CPU: Quad-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A9

GPU: Vivante (Etnaviv)

Memory: ROM: 8GB / RAM: 3GB

Camera: 8/13 MP 1.4"

Connectors: 3.5mm audio jack, Micro-USB with
Built-in Microphone & Speakers

BT/WLAN: RedPine RS9116
GSM Modem: Gemalto PLS8 2/3/4 G

The plan was Q3 2019, became available for order a 
week ago

Price:

700€



18. Purism Librem 5. SW support                 
       

component description support

bootloader u-boot Full in mainline

CPU I.MX8 Full in mainline 
kernel

GPU Vivante

MODEM  Gemalto PLS8 partly

WiFi
RedPine RS9116

Kernel driver 
required binary 

blobsBT

Linux kernel 4.4+ LTS

flash tools flash-kernel Full open source

Open schematic available for download yes

Documentation of 
components partly available for download partly



19. SoC support in Necunos And Librem 5                             
       

Imx6 is a great SoC with 
support in mainline since 3.14

It has extended lifetime

Supported in mailine all perepherial since 4.1

Still has some problems with mainline u-boot

Imx8 is a successor of imx6 
with bigger family

Already supported in linux 
kernel

Some code could be re-used

The community mainly 
formed by imx6 
developers

Expect smaller power 
consumption for some 
models and wider 
applience



20. PinePhone by Pine64. Overview                                     
       

Price:

150€

Linux-based OS

Display: 5.95 inch touch screen

Chipset: Allwinner A64

CPU: Quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 Processor 1152Mhz

GPU: MALI

Memory: ROM: 8GB / RAM: 2GB

Camera: 2/5 MP

Connectors: 3.5mm audio jack, USB Type-C
Built-in Microphone & Speakers

BT/WLAN: RTL8723BS
GSM Modem:  Quectel EC25-E

The plan was Q2 2019, currently unavailable for order

The plan is Q4 2019, currently available for preorder
Devkits were available in Q1 2019. Currently unavailable



21. PinePhone by Pine64. SW support                        
       

component description support

bootloader u-boot Full in mainline

CPU Allwiner A10 Full in mainline kernel

GPU Mali 720 Partly – needed some vendor 
patches

MODEM  Quectel EC25-E full

WiFi
RTL8723BS Kernel driver required binary blobs

BT

Linux kernel 4.4+ LTS

flash-tools U-boot fastboot mode full

Open schematic available for download yes

Documentation of 
components available for download yes



https://linux-sunxi.org/A64

Universal platform for pinephone, pinetab, and pinebook

Early access to devkits (actually there were several revisions)

Alwinner A64  has extended lifetime

Sunxi community enforce specific code into mainline projects

Full support from mainline linux started 4.10 version

Full support from mainline u-boot started 2017 year

Full opensource Mali driver available at 2019 year

SoC have rich documentation from Allwiner

22. SoC support in Pinephone                                     
       

https://linux-sunxi.org/A64
https://linux-sunxi.org/A64
https://linux-sunxi.org/A64


Why it is interested for Aurora OS?

Transparent means secure – our focus

Aurora is Linux. We are interested evolve with it

We see trend and hope it will shoot once

So we started small internal RnD

Why PinePhone

has been chosen?

Ready for market devkits

Available full documentation

Price and early availability

Several devices in development 
on the same platform

Support in mainline kernel and 
LTS SoC

Solid community which already 
work with it Aurora is Linux. We 
are interested evolve with it

23. Aurora OS and OpenSmartphone. Why PinePhone?                                    
       



24. Aurora OS (Sailfish OS). Architecture                                         
       

Linux Kernel

Hardware adaptation components

Bootloaders / Secure Boot Components

Qt application framework

System components and services

Applications and Services

System API Corporate  API 

UX/UI subsystem

Middleware

Kernel

App/UI
Aurora OS is 
based on: 

Linux Kernel

GNU/Linux userland

Wayland

Qt Framework

RPM package management

1000+ software
packages opensource and 
commercial

Application  API



Wayland (EGL) - For graphic

For audio support - PulseAudio

For video playback and camerаs - Gstreamer

For GSM modem support – Ofono

Sensors with its sysfs interfaces - SensorFW

Event based touchscreen to intaract with device

For WLAN is used standard Linux network interface

Bluetooth – UART plus Bluez

25. Aurora ОS - main integration points                
       



26. Graphics support. Scheme                  
       

1. Setup kernel with enabled device 
specific params

2. Build or setup drm library

3. Build or setup mesa library for you 
device

4. Rebuild Qt with your drm and mesa

5. Setup system environment in

/var/lib/environment/compositor/droid-
hal-device.conf

Linux Kernel

LibEGL (Mesa or Vendor)

DRM/KMS drivers FB driver

libDrm Vendor library

qt-qpa-eglfs qt-qpa-linuxfb

QtWayland



27. Graphics support.
What had to be done for Pine?                                               

Run and dialing…



28. Multimedia support. Scheme              
       

Linux kernel

Gstreamer

PulseAudio

Soundcard driver

Alsa interface

Camera driver

V4L interface

Video4Linux interface
provides access for

management camera devices

ALSA device with
PulseAudio

connection are described 
in /etc/pa.conf file

Audio routing and
mixing interfaces
with xpolicy.conf



29. Multimedia support. Аudio routing configuration                   
       

In /etc/pulse/xpolicy.conf we need to 
create:

1. Organize all devices – inputs, outputs

2. Group devices by role – which devices 
must be activated by some actions

3. List all streams as rings, voice and etc

4. Setup routing of streams as example:

- If we getting incoming ring on which 
output we must play ringtone?

- From which microphone we get voice?

- And many many other cases...

device – real or virtual inputs or outputs

groups – devices with some role
(microphones, headphones, bt devices)

stream - actions with media
(ringing sounds, voicecalls inputs and etc)



30. Modem support. Scheme                               
       

Linux Kernel

Ofono

AT commands for
initialization and

control

PulseAudio

voicecall interfaces
as sound card

configured with main
config file and xpolicy

Connman

Network Interfaces
for 2/3/4 G

Modem Driver

Network
interface

Alsa
interface

tty
interfaces



31. GeoLocation. Scheme                                         
       

Linux kernel

QtLocation

GPS device

/dev/ttyGPS0

GPSD

geoclue-provider-gpsd

geoclue
1. GPS device as usually provides some char device 
with NMEA strings

2. gpsd provides some abstractions and interfaces for 
other components

3. gspd setup by simple conf file /etc/gpsd – in file we 
must set device and baudrate

4. geoclue location service who is connected to many 
location sources

4. geoclue provider connects to gpsd via socket

5. QtLocation uses geoclue as source of coordinates



32. Aurora OS and Pinephone. Summary                      
       

For current status visit on  https://github.com/sailfish-on-dontbeevil

Supported / Done In progress

Graphics Update mesa, Update libdrm, Rebuild Qt with 
kms and etc

A couple issues with 2D texture

Modem Backport voicecall interfaces from debug 
branch of ofono, adapt D-Bus interfaces for 
ofono-sailfish-manager plugin

Still not very stable (main task), also 
should be done: mms, airoplane mode, 
USSD

GPS Rework gps geoclue provider for new gpsd There is problem with gps wake up 

Sensors Add iio adaprors for sensorsfw Some sensors do not work correctly

WiFi Setup interfaces add firmwares in rootfs

Camera Setup and add gstreamer interfaces Unable to use camera from camera app, 
but  works from console app

Audio Basic support or audio  Full support of audio

https://github.com/sailfish-on-dontbeevil


Commertial success of described projects still are not 

clear

 - a bit expensive

- weak SW stack. Not ready to use out of the box

Trend for transparent HW / SW stacks will be more and 

more popular in modern world

We are almost at the point where there are all conditions  

to develop and produce open hardware platforms 

cheap enough to have a kick off for mass applience

OMP will continue to look after such kind of projects and 

contribute

33. Instead of summary              
       

“Its an honor to have a duty to support open projects” 

(c) One Great Man



Questions?
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